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Cosmetic sales in mainland China ranked third globally in
2012, after the United States and Japan
Global Cosmetic Market – Ranking by Country (2012, USD B)
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Cosmetics ranked second in the mainland China luxury
goods market; and maintained 22% annual growth rate
Chinese Consumption of Luxury Goods - Ranking by Product Category (2012, %)
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Chinese consumers
spent $130 billion for
luxury goods in 2012.
Chinese consumers
now make half of the
luxury purchases in all
of Asia and nearly one
third of those in
Europe.
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Cosmetics along with
perfume and personal
care products ranked
the second largest
category following only
watches.
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Consumption value
maintained an annual
growth rate of 22%.

China luxury goods market
Note: *Only premium cosmetics are considered luxury goods in the “Cosmetics” category; Other products in this category include sunglasses, ties, and other
niche luxury goods items;
Source: Frost & Sullivan data house, Bain luxury market report, APCO Worldwide Analysis.
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Premium cosmetics accounted for 22% in 2012, and it
is expected to reach 29% by 2015
Mainland China Cosmetic Market - Market Split of
Premium and Ordinary Cosmetics (2010 and 2015,
$B)
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 Since 2010, the growth rate of
cosmetics and personal care sales in
China has been mainly driven by
premium products, which outpaced
the growth of all the other ordinary
brands.
 Chinese premium cosmetic market is
expected to reach USD $13.2 billion
by 2015 with a CAGR of 31.9%.
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Note: Premium cosmetics refers to tier 1 international luxury brands ; ordinary cosmetics refers to
the other cosmetic brands such as Olay from L’Oreal.
Source: Euromonitor, National Bureau of Statistics of China, APCO Worldwide analysis

i. The upcoming baby boom and the
increasing need of baby care
products;
ii. The increasing demand for antiaging and men’s grooming and
skincare products.
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In each product category, the top five brands account
for more than 50% of sales in the market
2012 China Cosmetics and Personal Care Sales (USD B)
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Top 5 brands by category with leading brands on top
Source: China National Commercial Information Centre (CNCIC)
Note: It is noteworthy that the CNCIC data covers sales in major department stores only. The actual overall market share of cosmetics brands
may deviate from the CNCIC data.
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Overall business environment remains positive with
some uncertainties
Macro-economy

 Increasing number of
HNWIs, affluent
households & middle class
with rising disposable
income
 Urbanization Trend
 Slow down of store
expansion: High-end
shopping malls becoming
increasingly important
compared to department
stores, powered by
booming commercial real
estate market

Consumer

 Consumer confidence
remains high
 Rising level of
sophistication
 New needs &
expectations to be
satisfied

 Still female dominant
market; men’s products
catching up
 President Xi called for
“China Dream”

Regulatory
Environment

 Pre-market registration
mechanism
 More stringent quality
standard and process for
importation may cause
delay of new product
introductions into China
market
 Potential regulation on
pricing gap
 The government is
considering reform of
consumption tax on luxury
cosmetics
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Market Trends – Recent Developments

Brand landscape is becoming more dynamic; cautiously optimistic outlook on China
cosmetic market
1 Continued expansion into tier 2/3 cities, at a slower pace
2 Leading brands focusing more and more on improving customer experience

3 Social media is becoming an important marketing tool for cosmetics companies
4 Green cosmetics products are becoming more popular compare to the past
5 Cosmetics brands are keen to explore e-commerce opportunities
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Product Trends – 8 consumer skincare trends in China to
watch … focusing on the three hottest trends

Anti-aging through
rejuvenating whitening

Whitening matters

Health and wellness

High-tech
ingredients

Diversified catalogs of
cosmetic products

Self-Fulfillment

Emerging of another
“half of the sky”

Organic ingredients
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Product Trends – Natural ingredients: distinct preference
towards cosmetic products using natural ingredients
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 The preference for natural products goes along
with a strong attachment to Chinese Traditional
Medicine (TCM), a significant part of the
Chinese culture.
 Products with herbal/natural food ingredients
are appreciated for perceived efficacy and
authenticity.
 Rice essence is perceived as good for skin
whitening & anti-aging
 Herborist – with its unique positioning of using
Chinese herbs and traditional medicine as the
only ingredients gained success in the market.
 Products: Contemporizing the Chinese
elements
 Communication: Built on traditional
Chinese elegance
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Product Trends – Emerging of another “half of the sky”
Fitting men of different styles…

“Taking care of the skin is a
man’s basic manner”

“Face everything
graciously”

“Be yourself
freely! Show your
manhood”

“For the real man
who dares to care
for his skin”

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 Skin care products for men are gradually
taking up “half of the sky” as well. Men are
starting to notice the benefits of cosmetics,
and to become daily users of beauty and skin
products.
 According to a report by Alibaba Research
Centre, the men's skincare sector grew by 27%
yoy in 2009 and 40% yoy in 2010, five times
faster than the women’s skincare market.
 Many foreign and domestic brands have
launched product lines for men.
 Foreign brands: Garnier, Olay Men,
Biotherm, Lancôme, Clique, Shiseido, Clarins,
Vichy, Dior, etc.
 Domestic brands: Dabao (大宝), Ruvanon (
洛華儂),Dewa (蒂娃),Your-life Homme (悠
蘭), Xiawa (夏娃), Chetti Rouge, Chcedo, etc.
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Product Trends – High-tech ingredients
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 Consumers expect new elements to be
continuously introduced into skincare
products for better and more believable
efficacy
 High-technology and power ingredients
bring aspirational and credible promises
to the products:
 Lacto-nutrient complex, Collagen,
Vitamin E, Alpha hydroxyl, etc.
 Gold, minerals, caviar, etc.
 Essential to build relevant,
comprehensible links between the
ingredients and consumer benefits
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Product Registration – Key Stakeholders

State Food and Drug
Administration (SFDA)

Local Entry-Exit Inspection
and Quarantine Bureaus

(国家食品药品监督管理局)

(质量监督检验检疫局)

 A key product safety
regulator and supervising
authority for the cosmetics
industry, particularly for
product and ingredient
registration
 Department of Supervision of
Health Food and Cosmetics (
保健食品化妆品监管司)
 Division of Licensing II (许可
二处)
 Registers cosmetic
products and new
ingredients, and grants
accreditation to testing
laboratories

 Although CIQ labels will no
longer be required for
imported cosmetics from Feb.
1, 2012, China Inspection and
Quarantine’s inspection is
mandatory

Testing laboratories
 Accredited by SFDA,
providing authoritative safety
testing reports for the
registration process and
regular safety inspections
 SFDA has so far accredited 17
laboratories to conduct safety
tests, e.g., Shanghai Institute
of Food and Drug Control (上
海食品药品检验所), and the
number is expected to grow
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Product Registration – Registration Process
Category of Product

Required SFDA
License

Ordinary cosmetics
Hair care, nail care, skincare, perfumes and
makeup

Record-keeping
Certificate

Special-purpose cosmetics
hair growth, hair dye, hair perm, hair removal,
breast shaping, fitness, deodorizing, spots
removal and sun block

Hygiene License

New Ingredients

Hygiene License
PhysioChemical,
Microbiological
and Toxicity
Tests

Appoint
Chinese
Responsible
Agent

Register
Chinese
Responsible
Agent with
SFDA

A Chinese responsible
agent appointed by the
foreign manufacturer
(for new ingredients,
manufacturers can also
appoint a Chinese
responsible agent)
Technical
Review by
SFDA
(every
month)

Submit
Application
Online

Prepare
Application
Documents

Applicant

Completion
Check by
SFDA

SFDA Issues
License
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Product Registration – Timeline

Application Process
Product testing at SFDA accredited
testing laboratories

Duration

Special-purpose cosmetics

60 – 80 days

Ordinary cosmetics

40 – 60 days

New ingredients

6 – 12 months

Materials preparation and
application by responsible agent

Translation and notarization

SFDA review*

Special-purpose cosmetics

115 days

Ordinary cosmetics

25 days

New ingredients

115 days

Materials preparation and submission

5 – 10 days
1 – 2 months

* Note: SFDA conducts technical review once every month, the duration of application review will be extended if
applicant is required to add more materials.
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Product Registration – Document Required

1

2
Application form for
license

5

3

Product quality
standard

Active ingredients,
evidence of use and
inspection methods

Product ingredients
information

6

Testing report from a
testing laboratory
approved by SFDA and
related materials

4

7

The statement on
related problems of
‘Mad Cow Disease’

8

Product package (sales
package & product
label)

10

9

Power of attorney, if
the responsible agent
has been appointed

Manufacturing
technique and
diagram

Certified document for
production and sales
in the manufacturing
country / region

11
Additional documents
helpful for the
approval process
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Labeling and Custom Clearance
The labeling of cosmetics should follow the Instruction for Use of Consumer Products: General
Labeling for Cosmetics (GB5296.3-2008)

The following information should appear on the label:
 Product’s name;
 Name and address of the manufacturers;
 Net content;
 Product ingredients;
 Shelf life;
 The code of production license and product standard;
 Safety statement and guidance on use;
 Country of origin; and
 Name and address of the distributor in China
Custom Clearance Process
Importer/distributor to
apply for an inspection
from the local entry-exit
inspection and quarantine
bureau (CIQ)

CIQ to check samples and
product labels

CIQ to issue entry
inspection certificate
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Regulatory challenges for foreign companies
Product / ingredient registration
Animal testing is mandatory, even though testing cosmetics on
animals is banned in many other countries
IPR violations / product counterfeiting
Regulatory complexity and uncertainty
Stakeholder scrutiny of foreign brands and activism on the rise,
facilitated by social media
Growing wealth / income gap and government restrictions on
advertising of luxury items
China entering political leadership transition period – frequent
personnel changes, particularly at SFDA
Growing protectionism of domestic industry
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Department stores dominate, beauty salons and brand stores
emerged to be the second largest outlets for cosmetic sales
brand stores

beauty salons

Department stores

Chain stores

Internet retailing

A single brand
(Herborist, Fancl,
L’Occitane en
Provence, Shiseido)

One when it is a
branded spa;
One or various in other
cases

From 20 to 30

From 10 to 60,
depending on the size
of the store

Almost every brand

Mid to high range

Mid to high range

Mid to high range
(From L’Oréal to Dior)

Low to mid range
(From unknown brands
to Vichy)

Low to high range

Prices: 100 to 1,000
RMB (15 to 200 USD)

Prices: 200 to 3,000
RMB (30 to 600 USD)

Prices: 200 to 2,000
RMB (30 to 400 USD)

Prices: 40 to 300 RMB
(8 to 60 USD)

Often have large
discounts, however,
counterfeit products
common

Face and body treatment
• Product presentation
• Cosmetic consultation
and counseling in highend spas
• Membership program

Product presentation
• Average cosmetic
consultation delivered
at brand’s counseling
counter when
applicable

Product presentation
• Membership program
sometimes (Watsons)

Product presentation

Services

Wide range of services
• Product presentation
• Tailor made services
• professional services
• counseling in the
purchasing process
• Membership program

Interior design

Sophisticated:
-Broadcasting the brand
image through different
attributes (light,
furniture, design, colors,
smell)

Sophisticated:
- Broadcasting brand
image when it is a
branded spa
- Natural and quiet design
for other beauty salons

Simple:
- Counters representing
each brand
- Noisy
- No other sensory
Experience

Messy:
- Juxtaposition of brands
without any separation
- Noisy

Number of
brands
provided
Range of
products
Prices
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Department stores
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 Department stores offer a wide
range of merchandise and provide
one-stop shopping experiences for
consumers.
 Department stores favor brand
building
 However, competition for counter
spaces is fierce; lesser-known
brands are more likely to be forced
to phase out
 Department stores may gradually
lose appeal with Chinese
consumers due to poor
differentiation
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brand stores
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 brand stores help promote brand image,
ensure high quality services and standardized
prices.
 Moreover, cosmetics brand owners can
achieve autonomy over store operation by
opening brand stores.
 Korean brands such as Skin Food, Etude
House, The Face Shop and Missha are
especially interested in distributing their
products through brand stores and
department stores, to avoid high distribution
cost in hypermarkets.
 It is expected that brand stores will become
another key retail channel for cosmetics as
large shopping complexes spring up in the
coming years.
 Nevertheless, some brand stores are smallscale, scattered and disorganized.
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Chain stores – Supermarkets/hypermarkets
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 Supermarkets/hypermarkets are
important channels particularly for
low to mid-range cosmetics products
(e.g. shampoo, facial cleanser). That
being said, more high-end cosmetics
brands, especially foreign-owned
ones, are sold in
supermarkets/hypermarkets.
 However, the entry costs of
supermarkets/hypermarkets have
been escalating over the past years;
some weaker local brands are facing
tough cost challenges.
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Chain stores – Professional stores
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 Professional stores are “one-stop
shops” for customers to shop for
cosmetics and accessories. Examples
include Hong Kong-based Watsons
and Sasa, France-based Sephora, and
China-based Gialen (嬌蘭佳人) and
Cosmart (歌詩瑪)
 Professional stores offer a wide variety
of cosmetics brands in different quality
and price tiers, catering to different
needs of customers.
 However, quality of products available
in professional stores is less assured as
there may be other substandard
parallel imports and even counterfeit
products being sold in professional
stores.
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Chain stores – Pharmacies
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 The cosmeceutical market in China
mainland is less mature than it is in Hong
Kong and Taiwan, yet the market is
emerging.
 Selling cosmetics products in pharmacies
facilitates repeat purchases. Many
pharmacies in China are keen to introduce
cosmetics products as they can generate
better profit margins than medicines.
 Many branded cosmeceuticals are
distributed via pharmacies. France based
Vichy, La Roche-Posay, China-based
Longliqi (隆力奇) and Cortry (可采) are
some of the commonly found brands in
pharmacies.
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Spa/beauty salons provide both cosmetic products and
beauty treatments in a sophisticated shopping environment
Average annual spending of a Chinese
consumer at spa/beauty salon in 2010
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Tier 1 cities in China
Source: a survey conducted by Hong Kong Trade Development Council.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
 China professional beauty market is very
positive, forecast annual growth rates
are 12.5% for the period 2008 to 2012 -at least in the large chain operated
segment.
 Many beauty salons sell their own
brands or act as agents to distribute
other brands in Asia, which include:
1) International beauty salons selling
their own brands
2) Domestic beauty salons selling
their own brands
3) Dedicated beauty salons selling
many international and domestic
brands

Types of spas/beauty salons in China
1

International
beauty salons
selling their own
brands
2

Domestic
beauty salons
selling their
own brands

3
Dedicated
beauty salons
selling many
brands

Beauty salons

Cosmetics brands sold in these
beauty salons
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Herborist SPA, “Natural and balanced” concept wins
consumers
Reception

Product display

Treatment room

Men’s (below) and women’s (right) lounges

Coffee lounge

Foot massage space
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Barbie SPA failed in China, and closed its Shanghai Flagship
Concept Store
Barbie flagship store
Barbie store, first floor

Barbie store, cosmetic corner

Barbie SPA

Barbie SPA, treatment room

Barbie SPA, nail
care corner
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Internet retailing: Cosmetics brands are keen to explore
online opportunities
Transaction value of online retailing market, 2007-2015e
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Source: iResearch, APCO Worldwide Analysis

 According to iResearch, the transaction value of China’s online retail market is estimated at USD
$187.9 billion in 2012 (up by 53.0% yoy).
 Cosmetics and personal care products ranked third among the most popular categories consumer
purchased online in 2011.
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Internet retailing: Types of cosmetic online retailing in China

B2C
cosmetic
online
platform

Brands
operating
their own
online
stores

Online
agents/ C2C
platform

Group
purchase
websites
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Who are your customers?

High-end

Middle-class

Low-end

 Wealthy customers or gift-givers
 Luxury environment - glamorous brand and high-price are
main customer considerations in China
 Some advice needed but mostly purchasing for status
 Or buying a gift to show high esteem

 Growing health and beauty conscious consumers, mostly
between 20-40 years old
 Price sensitive but prepared to spend on skincare products
 According to a Shiseido research, Chinese women are looking for
an environment that is: “genuine,” “friendly,” “sincere” and
provides “skincare specialist” knowledge

 Self-selection of brands
 Low-price, high volume
 Limited advice needed for choosing cosmetic products
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What are the key success factors for a cosmetics brand
in China?
The Chinese need to feel cared for by
the brand. Brands that interact with
customers will be given preference.

There are two main
distribution channels for
high-end cosmetic
products in China, namely
luxury department stores
and spas.

Interaction
with the
consumer

A good
distribution
channel

The most popular social network
for sharing information in 2013 is
Weibo. Most brands use this
platform to communicate. A new
rising network is WeChat; a
growing number of brands use
WeChat.

Good
positioning

SUCCESS
FACTORS

Social
Media

The Chinese are looking for quality
products that fit their needs, which is
why it is important for the brand to be
well positioned in the consumer’s mind.

Traditional
advertising

Online
sales

Advertising on billboards, in the
subway, or on magazines is always
an effective and useful
communication tool, permitting to
vary the display media and
broadcasting. Television, press,
radio or outdoor display are also
beneficial.

Websites such as Taobao or Tmall that
handle multiple products, or Jumei, focusing
on cosmetics. These sites are successful
because they offer promotions, and this is
what the consumer is looking for online –
the best price.
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Q&A?

Thank You
Inquiry Contact:
Lusha Niu
lsniu@apcoworldwide.com
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